2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Innovation and Shortage of Thesis
This article is divided into 6 chapters. Chapter 1 is an introduction to the background,
significance and research methods of the topic. Chapter 2 discusses the business
transformation and human resource management theory, analyzes the business
transformation and human resource management theory, and emphasizes the importance of
human resource management to enterprise transformation. Chapter 3 describes the current
situation of business transformation of FIRM KAINE, introduces the development situation
of FIRM KAINE and the current situation of human resource management, and points out
the existing problems. Chapter 4 analyzes the influencing factors of human resource
management in FIRM KAINE, and deeply analyzes the internal causes of the company's
influence on human resources. Chapter 5 proposes strategies and Suggestions for
improving human resource management in FIRM KAINE, and optimizes human resource
management strategies from recruitment, training, motivation and assessment. summarizes
and prospects, reviews and summarizes the paper and prospects the value of the paper.
First of all, this article from the enterprise transformation and the Angle of human
resource management match transformation, expounds the situation of business
transformation and challenges to the enterprise human resources management, improve
human resources management for the enterprise the significance of transformation.
Second, through to the FIRM KAINE before and after the transformation of human
resource management and employee satisfaction survey, research carried out for the
company's human resources management, according to the survey data points out that the
enterprise in human resources management and major problems of the needs of change.
Finally, the paper summarizes the target and path of the transformation of the HRM
mode of FIRM KAINE, and puts forward the human resource strategy of the private
enterprise in the business transformation. To provide theoretical guidance for the human
resource management of private enterprises and promote the improvement of human
resource management level in private enterprises.
In view of the limitations of the research samples and the level of my research, this
paper has the following shortcomings:
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First, although the sample has obvious characteristics of business transformation, but
because of its archives management in the initial stage, historical data, the data is difficult
to obtain complete, essay writing has the certain one-sidedness.
Second, the domestic to the transformation of human resource management and
business transformation literature of mutual influence is limited, and most of the literature
only do qualitative inference, it difficult to find about the document of quantitative research,
this thesis writing has some limitations.

2.2 The Meaning of Business Transformation
In management, business transformation involves making fundamental changes in
how business is conducted in order to help cope with shifts in market environment. The
need for business transformation may be caused by external changes in the market such as
an organization products or services being out of date, funding or income streams being
changed, new regulations coming into force or market competition becoming more intense.
This management approach also incorporates Business Process Reengineering and is
widely used Some researchers have carried on the thorough research and analysis of
enterprise strategic problem, and put forward the concept of business transformation, in the
study Li Ye referred to in the research, such as company only business to achieve
sustainable development, the business management, company can provide the products and
services to consumers. Every business has its own life cycle. To achieve healthy and stable
development, the company must implement business transformation, so as to meet the longterm development needs.
Speaking to the Triple Convention, Coby said, "Baroque complexity was killing us:
72 selling classes, 15 types of passenger, 10 ways to pay. There were different sources of
information, and therefore not always the same answers to questions. The airline industry
had been based on not telling you what your choice was - but that was blown apart by Easy.
Believing IT can be an effective driver of business transformation, Coby said he reengineered the customer systems and processes. He used four rules, which, he says, turned
IT architecture into business strategy:
Have a simple and compelling customer proposal Design processes for use by
customers Do it right first time Have a single solution across all departments.
The proposal, agreed at the highest level, resulted in clear targets, including 100% eticketing, 50% self-service check in, 80% self-service customer transactions and 100% self6

service executive club. Results so far include elimination of many BA processes ("you can't
have a drop-down menu with 60 choices," said Coby), a big increase in e-ticket sales since
February 2004, and a substantial reduction in fares, which also made upselling, for example
to first class, easier
Researchers define the concept of business transformation is: the company in response
to the change of internal and external environment, by adjusting the business to achieve the
main business of fundamental change, in order to get sustainable competitive advantage,
promote the enterprise sustainable development. It can be said that business transformation
is a process and a goal. It is also a strategic means of competition and a major turning point
in the development process of an enterprise. It is a key strategy for enterprises to break
through the bottleneck of development. Although productivity benefited considerably from
technological inventions and division of labor, the problem of systematic measurement of
performances and the calculation of these by the use of formulas remained somewhat
unexplored until Frederick Taylor, whose early work focused on developing what he called
a "differential piece-rate system" and a series of experiments, measurements and formulas
dealing with cutting metals and manual labor. The differential piece-rate system consisted
in offering two different pay rates for doing a job: a higher rate for workers with high
productivity (efficiency) and who produced high quality goods (effectiveness) and a lower
rate for those who fail to achieve the standard. One of the problems Taylor believed could
be solved with this system, was the problem of soldiering: faster workers reducing their
production rate to that of the slowest worker. In 1911 Taylor published his "The Principles
of Scientific Management in which he characterized scientific management (also known as
Taylorism) as:The development of a true science; The scientific selection of the worker;
The scientific education and development of the worker; Intimate friendly cooperation
between the management and the workers. Taylor is also credited for developing stopwatch
time study, this combined with Frank and Lillian Gilbreth motion study gave way to time
and motion study which is centered on the concepts of standard method and standard time.
Frank Gilbreth is also responsible for introducing the flow process chart in 192. Other
contemporaries of Taylor worth remembering are Morris Cooke (rural electrification in the
1920s and implementer of Taylor's principles of scientific management in the
Philadelphia's Department of Public Works), Carl Barth (speed-and-feed-calculating slide
rules) and Henry Gantt (Gantt chart). Also in 1910 Hugo published the first industrial
engineering book: Factory Organization and Administration.
As a reference, business transformation attributes can be divided into the following
categories:
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(1) it can be divided into two categories according to the transformation nature, one
is the inferior transformation and the other is the advantage transformation. The former
refers to the decline of the company and the decline of the business. Relying on the
traditional business, it is difficult to sustain. In order to get rid of the business difficulties,
the company resets the development goals and determines the direction of the company's
development. This transformation is a passive transformation, and the passive
transformation often lacks long-term development strategy. The process is more
complicated than the advantages, the difficulties are greater, and the transformation risks
are higher. The latter refers to the company's initiative to reform itself in order to cope with
the future crisis, or seize the opportunity of development, and promote its own innovation
and development.
(2) according to the company's development direction and strategy, the transformation
can be divided into two categories, one is the jump type transformation and the other is the
trend transformation. The former refers to the transfer of the main business of the company
from the original industry, into a new industry, such as from the original down processing
to the microwave oven research and production. The latter refers to the company's
horizontal expansion strategy, to the business chain upstream and downstream and related
industrial expansion.
(3) According to the transformation steps transformation can be divided into two
kinds, one kind is the key breakthrough type transformation, another kind is the
comprehensive reconstruction of type transformation, the former refers to the company to
some of the key areas as the foundation, gradually expand to other areas. The latter refers
to the company's improvement of its management system and industrial structure.

2.3 The Meaning and Strategy of Human Resource Management Optimization
The concept of human resources, first published in 1954 by Peter book "the practice
of management", is put forward, update has experienced more than 60 years of
development, human resources management theory has been quite mature. How to human
resources management theory in enterprise play its proper role in practical operation, or
how to optimize enterprise human resources management level, so as to improve enterprise
efficiency, the enhancement enterprise cohesion, achieve the sustainable development of
enterprise, is the issue of the business operators should confront.
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Operations management is an area of management concerned with designing and
controlling the process of production and redesigning business operations in the production
of goods or services. It involves the responsibility of ensuring that business operations are
efficient in terms of using as few resources as needed and effective in terms of meeting
customer requirements. It is concerned with managing an entire production system which
is the process that converts inputs (in the forms of raw materials, labor, and energy) into
outputs (in the form of goods and/or services), as an asset or delivers a product or services.
Operations produce products, manage quality and creates service. Operation management
covers sectors like banking systems, hospitals, companies, working with suppliers,
customers, and using technology. Operations is one of the major functions in an
organization along with supply chains, marketing, finance and human resources. The
operations function requires management of both the strategic and day-to-day production
of goods and services.
The concept of human resource management optimization is relatively vague, and the
literature is more about human resource management innovation. Human resource
management innovation is usually defined as "designed to influence employee attitudes and
behavior and is perceived as new procedures, policies or practices by the organization's
members This definition is narrower, which mainly refers to the change and innovation of
human resource management practice. Kossek in other words, argue that human resource
management innovation is for the enterprise to introduce a new human resources
management mode, in this new model to manage the company's existing staff, in order to
achieve company staff changes in behavior and attitude (jian-an Chen,, 2016).Obviously,
this definition is for the employee's thought and attitude, the purpose is to through the new
human resources management model to improve staff's mental outlook, encouraging the
morale of the employees, so as to motivate employees are more loyal to the enterprise, and
to strive for the benefit of enterprise.
In addition human resource management innovation is the "morale activation in order
to improve organizational performance management functions of new measures and around
the organization's strategic goals, combining with the characteristics of organizational
resources and management of human resource management concept, management theory
and methods, management system, management strategy, management, talent,
management organization and management function and a series of content creation and
improvement activities." Although this definition has enriched and developed on the
definition of human resource management innovation, it has brought forth innovations from
management concept to management system and even management talents. However, this
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